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SUMMARY .
Comparisons of theoretical and experimental lift coefficients and
pressure distributionswere made for five compressor-type cascades of
highly cambered NACA 6-series airfoils. The experhemhl lift coef-
ficients, which were between 0.81 and 0.96, were 0.18 to 0.41 less than
the theoretical values for the same mean-flow direction. When the
theoretical lift coefficients were made equal to the experimental lift
coefficients by putting the circulation equal to the reqyired value,
the Kutta condition being neglected, the agg%ements between the two pres-
sure distributionswere very close, except for the configurations with
the highest pressure rise across the cascade [59 and 64 percent of the
upstream dynamic pressure). Interesting irregularities in the experi-
mental pressure distributions, not present in the calculated distri-
butions were found to be caused by localized regions of laminar .
separation.
The experimental data used in these comparisons were obtained by
the newer technique described in NACA TN 2028. The present paper is
thus to some extent a revision of an earlier paper, NACA TN I-376, where
substantially poorer comparisons were found for data obtained by the
older techniques.
In reference
lift coefficients
the correspending
INTRODUCTION
1.several comparisons were made between theoretical
and pressure distributions on airfoils in cascade and
exper~ntal lift coefficients and pressure distri-
butions,reported in references 2 and 3. As with isolated airfoils, the
experimental lift coefficients were always less than the theoretical
lift coefficients; however, the clifferences were found to be remarkably
large, espe~ially for compressor blading with large turning angles.
Furthermore, as is also true of isolated airfoils, a more or less
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acceptable agreement between the pressure distributions could be
obtaded if the circulation was adjusted to correspond to the experi-
mental lift coefficient, either with s’qperposition of sufficient nega-
tive cader, as h reference 4, so that the Kutti condition at the
trailing edge would still be obeyed, or with simple disregard of the
Kutta condition.
As was also pointed out h reference 1, however, certain disturbing
inconsistencies existed in many of the experimental cascade data. In
particular, both the blade lift and tie pres,surerise were too small to
corres~nd to the measured turning angle, apparently because of large
three-dimensional effects resulting from the wall boundary layer.
Furthermore, in tests of an actual compressor it was found that the
pressure rise did correspond to the turntig angle, from which it was
concluded that the ltit on the”rotattig blades was probably much higher
than that on the cascade blades. In view of these and other indications
(see reference ~) that the measured pressures in the cascade did not
correspond accurately either to two-dimensional cascade flow or to flow
in the actual compressor, the significance of the comparisons for these
cases became very uncertain and no more comparisons were attempted.
More recently-(reference ~), the Langley Laboratory has consider-
ably improved the exper~tal technique, mainly by the use of contin-
uous boundary-layer suction on the walls at the ends of the blades, so .
that the data now betig obtained appear to correspond to practically
two-dimensional flow. Accordingly, the question of the relation between
theoretical and experimental lift and pressure distribution has been i
reopened and several calculations have been made for comparison with
the newer data. The comparisons, which were maimly very satisfactory,
are reported in the present paper, not only to supplement the discussion
in reference 5 but also to provide an extension and revision of
reference 1.
v airspeed
~ -c pressure
a angle of attack,
SYMBOLS
measured with respect to chord llne
AZ assumed change in a, used to improve ageement between
experhental and calculated velocity distributions ,
P singlebetween flow direction and normal to cascade
.
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L7 solidity
e turning angle
c1 lift coefficient
‘%2 drag coefficientdrag equation,
as free-stream
determined from wake surveys by the Jones
with downstrem static pressure considered
pressure
Subscripts:
1 upstream
2 downstream
m mean
a axial
th theoretical
.
e- experimental
red reduced
“
REVIEW OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROCEDURES
Angles and velocities.- As explained in reference 5, the suction
on the wall of the cascade tunnel is adjusted until the pressure rise
across the cascade corresponds to the turning angle, with allowance for
the displacement thickness of the blade wake. (The data are s@se-
quently also che@ed for other criteria of two-rlbnensionality,such as
ageement between the force on the blade and the momentum and pressure
changes across the cascade.) In the corresponding velocity diagram
(fig. 1) the downstream axial velocity of the main flow between the
wakes Va2 slightly exceeds the upstream axial velocity Val because
of this effective reduction of flow area by the wake. The upstream
total velocity VI, the Met-air angle j31,and the turning angle 6’
,- are deftied in the usual manner. The downstream velocity V2 is that
of the main flow between the wakes rather than the average velocity ~f
all the downstream air, and the -e 132 gives its direction. ‘llhe
()V2 2relative pressure rise is 1 - — .‘1
- — ——————— -—.- ———
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In the theoretical calculations, o~ fico~ressible Potential flow
is considered, h which, for example,
‘a2 = Val; so,that the question
immediately arises as to how to define the theoretical flow with which
the experhent is to be compared (for ~le, sho~d its ~ial comonent
be taken as V
Y
or as Va ?)O Since no especially rational answer
2
presented itself, the mean-flow veloci@ Vm or the vector man of the
upstream and downstream velocities in the potential flow, which is a ‘
basic parameter h the present calculation method,,was defined as the
vector mean of the experimental velocities VI and V2. (See fig. 1.)
The angle that the chord line makes with this mean velocity is
denoted ~.
Calculation method.- The calculations were made according to the
method of reference 6, in which attention is fixed on one airfoil
(called the central airfoil) of the CMCELde, and the lfit and the
velocity distribution on this airfoil are each considered to be the sum
of two camponents: that due to straight uniform flow of velocity Vm,
~ an angle ~ tith tie chord Itie (see fig. 1), and that due to
the interference flow caused by the presence of all the other airfoils
(called the external airfoils) of the infinite cascade. For conven-
ience, the int=ference flow is evaluated h two parts: that due to
the sources and sinks fiat represent the thiclmess distribution along
the interfering (external) airfoils and that due to the vortices that
represent the lift &Mxibution along the external airfoils. Since the
external airfoils must actually be similar to the central airfoil, the
lift and the velocity distribution of the central airfoil due to its
presence in this $ombined field must, in the fhal solution, be the
same as the lift and the velocity distribution of the external atifoils.
This solution is found by an iteration method that converges very
rapidly.
.
.
Because of viscosity, the experfi~ ~t of tie a~oil for the
given mean flow Vm is always less than the theoreti&l lift. As in
reference 1, the purpose of the present study is not only to evaluate
this difference but also to determine whether, M the ~ft of the
airfoil in potential flow is made equal to the exper-til w, the
correspon~g theoretical pressuxe distribution could then match the
experimental pressure distribution. As previously mentioned, two
.
.
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methods were used in referehce 1 for calculating pressure distribution
to correspond to the reduced lift. In one, the Kutta condition is dis-
regarded and the lift adjustment is obtained by merely reducing the
circulation to the desired value. The rear st~tion point is thereby
moved to the upper surface of the airfoil, and the calculated velocity
distributions on the upper and lower surfaces show a characteristic
crossing-over slightly ahead of the trailing edge. In the other
method, based on that of reference 4, the atifoil Is assumed to he
distorted, according to a specified procedure, so that the lift reduc-
tion is attained without disregarding the Kutta convtlon.
In the present studies the distortion method, applied as in
reference 1, was found to yield generally less satisfactory comparisons
with experiment th= did the stiple adjustment of the circulation.
Accordingly, only one result derived by the distortion method is shown.
In some cases it was found that assming the angle of attack of the
blade relative to the mean flow to be somewhat less than the true angle
(or, at least, the experimentally determined angle) resulted in improved
agreement between the calculated and the measured results. The results
of these mo~ied calculationshave been shown for these cases. Some
discussion of the possible significance of these assumed reductions in
angle of attack is given in a subsequent section.
COMPARISONS OF CAUUUWED AND EWERIMENTAL REsuIITs
used
I@erhlentil data.- The five expertiental pressure distributions
for the mesent analvses were obtained bv the Cascade Aerodynamics
Section of the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. They have not previ-
ously been pulilished. The examples were selected to include Net-air
angles of 45° and &l0 and b co’verthe higher range of lift coefficients.
Three of the cascades used the NACA 65-(12)10 airfoil section, one used
the NACA 65-(18)10 airfoil section, aud the fifth used a special section,
desifgmted the NACA 65-(u) 10 airfoil section,,which is highly
cambered toward the rear. The solidity was 1.0 for three cases and 1.5
for the other two. The Wet speeds were of the order of 95 feet per
second, so that the flow was essentially incompressible. This speed
and the 5-inch blade chord correspond ta a Reynolds nuniberof
about 252,000.
lktailed dimmsion of the examule6 is uiven in the succeedim sections. The basic m
experhental data and the cauparison~ with c~lculated I’eaultaare ‘~ized in the
followlng table:
T&8mgl.0 Mguce1 2
2 3
3 4
4 5
5 6
@-(12)lo 1.0
&-(L?A)12 1.0
‘@(12)ln 1.0
@-(L2)lo i.3
6>(18)lo 1.5
45
w
6Y
60
63
—
L&)
19,6
17,9
m 6
24.6
29.8
.
32)
1.2.1
9,8
14,1
18,1
2J..O
(2)
3.b
1.8
6,5
8.6
I.o.l
3$ 0.023 1.CO
34 ---- 1.22
* .034 1.3
59 .03 l,o’-f
64 .053 1.32 1
!iqmiwntal (%
O.&? o
.al -.9
.96 -1.2
.@ -1.1
.96 --–
PmB.91ua-
didmilsticzl
~i-
Ocad
tit
Quod
aatiEfackay
flatisfncrbry
Exan@e 1: EMX 65-(12)1.oairfoil, P1 . 45°, a. 1.0. - In figure 2 are ahown the
.A
caqmrisons for a cascatk of WA 65-(w) I.Oairfoils at unit solidity and an ~et-ati @e
of 450. For the given mean-flow ctb?ection, the theory hulicated a lift coefficient of 1.00
and a velocity dist.xibution as indicated by th.e~solid line. IJeglecting tie Kuttm condition
and reducing the circulation ta correspond to the maasmed lift coefficient of O.&l resulted
in the velocity dis_&lbutlon shown by the dashed Mne. The agr cement with tbe experimental
points is mry close, in strikhg contrast with the comparisons of reference 1. Furthermore)
the difference between the _imental and the unadjusted theoretical Iflt coefficients is
much smaller than the clifferences found in reference 1.
Some slight irregukrities of the experhental points tmmrd the rear on both the wper
and lower surfaces may be noted; these Irregularltlea are diacuaaed with the next two examples,
for which they are much mre pronounced. Also of interest Is the pronounced peak velocity
shown by the theoretical cmve for the lower surface at the nose. No preaaure orlficea were
inmtal.led in thla regLon of the airfoils, so the ex.iatence of this peak la not verified
exPerhnentallY. It ia mesent. however. on most of the calculated velocitv distributions for
thb airfoil it condlti&s tha~ would oherwise be claaaed as approxhate~ “deBign conditions. ” ~
~
.
, .
.
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If more detailed measurements verify its existence some slight red&sign
of the airfoil in this region or a slight increase in angle of attack
might be desirable in order to eliminate the peak; however~ it is not
obvious that the peak would do any appreciable harm.
Example 2: NACA 65-(w) I.O airfofl, ~ = 450, u = 1.0.- The
NACA 65-(~) 10’is a special airfoil havtig the NACA 65-em thichess
distribution but a mean line that is highly cambered toward the
rear (see fig. 3). It was tested at unit solidity and with an inlet-air
angle pl of 450. For the experimentally determined mean-flow direc-
tion, the theory indidated a lift coefficient of 1.22, compared with the
experimental lift coefficient of 0.81. The fact that the difference
be~een theoretical and experimental lift coefficients for this case
was more than twice that of the precetig example, although the flow
geometry and the pressure rise across the cascade.were nearly the same,
is presumably due to the very high camber at the trailing edge of this
airfoil. Adjusting the circulation to correspond to the experimental
lift coefficient resulted in the dashed curve of figme 3. Againj the
agreement with experiment is very C1Ose, although it could be further
improved by reducing the angle of attack by 0.5° (long-and-short-dash
line).
Examination of the experimental velocity distribution on the upper
surface shows a definite bump at about the ti-percent-chord station,
whereas the theoretical curve*is quite smooth in this region. cSreflil
study failed to show any expertiental or malytical inaccuracy or any
inaccuracy in airfoil contour, and the cause of the bump was finally
ascertained to be an effective local change in atifoil contour caused
by a localized region of laminar separation (or Iaminar-separation
bubble) such as described in reference 7. Because of the low Reynolds
number of the tests (about 250,000) and the low stream turbulence, the
boundary layer generally remains laminar until it separates (where the
local velocity has dropped several percent below the peak velocity);
at this point a low laminar separationbtible is formed (the size of
which depends on the Reynolds ntier), toward the rear of which the
boundary layer becomes turbulent and reattaches itself to the surface.
Studies by the Langley Cascade Aerodynamics Section showed that an
increased Reynolds nuniber,a fine wire stretched acress the tunnel just
upstream of the blade (to create turbulence in the ah stream), or
roughness toward the nose of the blade could induce transition at or
ahead of the laudnar separation point and eliminate both the bubble and
the correspontig bump ti the pressure distribution. Since correspmding
(unpublished)pressure distributionsmeasured on the blades of a rota-
ting compressor failed to show the bump, it may be assumed that the
compressor flow is sufficiently turbulent to cause transition ahead of
what would otherwise be the lamlnar separationyoint. It might
—....——-
—
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8accordingly seem deslcable
spondhg flow conditions.
did not show, however, any
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that cascade data be obtained under corre-
The tests with artificially induced transition
very consistent effect on lift or drag; alsoj .
compressor-flow data seem to be in satisfactory ageement with the
cascade data, at least for the types of blading used in the work of
reference 5.
The slight irregularitiesnoted in figure 2 may also be associated
with small separationbtibles. ‘Some of the subsequentlypresented data
show very pronounced bwnps; however, they are ~t alw’aYsPres~t wh~
the pressure distributions inti.catethat lsmdnar separation could exist,
for which cases, presumably, experimental conditions were such as ti
cause previous transition. With re~d to the indications of laminar
separation on the pressure surface of the afifoils in figures 2 and 4,
the question may arise as to whether the previously mentioned pressure
peak that may possibly exist at the airfoil nose would not cause imme-
diate transition at the nose on the pressure surface. w reference 8,
howev=, it was shown that at v~ low bo~dary-lay~ Remolds ntierfl
a lamhsx boundary layer can separate and reattach as a laminar bound-
ary lay=; accor~gly, no definite conclusion can be drawn.
_le 3: NACA 65-(I2)1o airfoil, PI = @o, u = 1.0.- In
figure 4 are shown comparisons for the NACA 65-(L2)10 airfoil at unit
solidity and an inlet-six angle of &)”. For the given mean-flow direc-
tion, the theory inticated a lift coefficient of 1.31 and a velocity
distribution as indicated in fi~e 4. Reducing the circulation to
provide the experimental lift coefficient of 0.96 resulted in the dashed -
curve of the figure, which might be considered h qtite satisfactory
agreement with the ~ertiental curve. If, h awtion~ the ~~
angle of attack is reduced from 6.5° to 5.3°, almost perfect agreement
results. Pronounced irregularities in the experimental distributions
at about 60 percent chord on the upper surface and 70 percent chord on
the lower surface are agati attributable to laminar-separation b~bles
at these potits.
The fact that the clifference between experimental and theoretical
lift coefficients h this case is twice that of exmple lS al-~o@ tie
airfoils are the same, is to be ascribed to the ~@er Press~e rise
across the cascade and the corresponding thickening of the boundary
layer over tQe trailing edge. In example 1, the pressure rise across
the cascade was 36 percent of the upstream dynamic pressure, whereas
in the present example, it was 52 perc~t.
Example 4: NACA 65-(~)lo atrfoil, ~ = 60°, u .1.5. - In
.
.
figure 5 are shown results for an arrangement shdlar to that.of
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example 3, except that the solidity is increased to 1.~. For the given
mean-flow direction, the theory indicated a lift coefficient of 1.07,
whereas the experimental lift coefficient was 0.82. Reducing the
circulation to the experimental value gave a calculated velocity distri- “
bution as shown by the dashed line of figure 5. Reductig the angle of
attack from 8.60 to 7.50 gave a veloci~ distribution as shown by the
long-smd-short-dash line. The agreement between this curve and the
experimental points is satisfactorybut not so C1Ose as the agreements
shown in the preceding three cases.
This example may appear somewhat puzzling since, although the
pressure rise across the cascade - 59 percent of the upstream dynamic
pressure - was even larger than that of the previous example, the
difference between the theoretical and exper3mentil lift coefficients
was only 0.25, compared with 0.35 for the previous example. Some further
discussion of this point is given subsequently.
Example 5: NACA 65-(18)10 airfofi, PI = 6°, a *.5. - Figure 6
.1
shows comparisons for an arrangement similar to example except that
! the airfoil is more highly caibered. For this case the relative pressure
rise across the cascade was the highest of those studied - 64 yercent
of the upstream dynamic pressure - and the comparison between theoretical
and experhental velocity distributions was correspon~gly the poorest
of the present groupt altho~ it ~ co~idered sat~factory. For the
given mean flow, the theory indicated a lift coefficient of 1.32, compared
witi tie experimental Vatie of 0.96. Reducing the circulation to the
experimental value gave the dashed-line curve of figure 6. The agree-
ment is seen to be qtite C1Ose over moat of the lower surface but not
very C1Ose over the upper surface. Reducing the mean angl+ of attack
from 10.1° to 8.0° (the long-and-short-dmh curve of fig. 6) showed no
clear improvement; it resulted h a somewhat closer ageement over the
nose of the airfoil b_uta poorer a~eement toward the rear. The rather
violent pressure rise between ~ and n percent chord on this surface
suggests the possibility that the agreement with theory might be consid-
erably affected, perhaps improved, by sufficient roughness or turbulence
to reduce or eliminate the laminar-separationbfible at that location.
The shape of the experiment velocity distribution toward the
re= of the upper surface indicates that the boundary layer is very
thick and either separated or on the verge of separation in this region.
Presumably such conditions would result not only in a large loss of
lift but also h a large effective distortion of the profile. In order
to deterndne whether the distortion method used in reference 1 might
tiprove the agreement for this case, calculations were also perfomed
by that method. The resul.ttigcurve is seen to be appreciably different
from that obtained by simply reducing the circulation without regard to
the Kutta condition, although the over-all ageaent is not closer.
—. -.— —.— -------
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Summary of comparisons.- Of the five comparisons that have been
a
made, the ftist three were very close, the fourth was fairly close over
the suction surface lut less satisfactory over the pressure’surface, and
.
the fifth was satisfactory over the pressure surface but much less satis.
factory over the up~er surface. The combination of high lift coeffi-
cient and high pressure rise in the last h cases was presumably the
basic cause of the disa~eements. The angle-of-attack reduction
reqtied for best agreement (0°, 0.5°, 1.2°, l.1° for the first four
cases) is also roughly in the order of increastig presmme rise. H
general, then, it appears that for configurations and conditions simi-
lar to the types discussed:
(a) The lift coefficient of an airfoil in cascade may be less than
the theoretical lift coefficient (Kutta condition satisfied)by
about 0.2 to 0.4, depending on such parameters as the inlet-air angle,
the turning angle, the lift coefficient, the pressure rise across the
cascade, the solidity, and the degree of camber near the trailing edge
(these parameters, howev~, are not all independent)
(b) Fore@ the theoretical lift coefficient to equal the experi-
mental lift coefficient by shply adjusting the circulation to the
requtred value, without re~d to the Kutta condition, will provide
generally adequate agreement between theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions
(c) Assuming a small reduction in the angle of attack, of the
order of 1°, may improve the agreement when the pressure rise is high
FURti DISCUSSION OF ANAUTICAL METHODS
The present section contains various additional ramzks titended
in part to help justify the methods employed and in part to contribute
pres&t experience to any workers wishing to make similar calculations.
With regard to the methods of improving’the agreement, however, it is
very likely that the experimental cascade aerodynamicist, cognizant of
the many experimeniXl difficulties in his work, may be quite satisfied
with the velocity distributions computed by merely neglecting the
Kutta conikttionand may consider that further reftiements and discussion
of such reftiements are unwarranted and perhaps would be inapplicable .
to some other set of experimental cascade data. The only direct evi-
dence against such a viewpoint is the apparently systematic variation
of the angle ~eduction with pressure rise, although the POSSibility still .
exists that, for example, the experhental deterndmtion of flow angles
contains a small systematic error that increases with pressure rise.
NACA TN 2391 U.
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Angle-of-attack reduction.- The improved agreement resulting from
a small angle-of-attack reduction must be at least partly due to the
fact that the boundary layer on the upper surface thickens more rapidly
than does that on the lower @ace so that azcorrespontig reduction
in the effective angle of attack of the mean camber line results.
Actually, since the boundary layer on the suction side thickens more
and more rapidly as the trailing edge is approached, some effective
reduction of the trailing-edge camber is probably also included. No
~ta are available, however, by which these effects may be evaluated
for the present examples.
In addition, if the flow was not actually two-dimensional, so that
the lift decreased toward the wall, the trailing vortices would tiduce
a downflow that would effectively reduce the angle of attack. It should
also be noted that, since the presence of the viscous wake was taken
into account only by arbitrarily defining Vm as the vector mean of V1
and V2, the need for some further patchtig of the calculation method
when the wake becomes thick should not be unexpected.
Effect of wall suction slots.- In ad~tion to the porous walls at
the test section itself, the cascade tunnel contains a pair of wall
suction slots located upstresm of the cascade, the purpose of which is
to remove most of the wall boundary layer before it reaches the test
section (see fig. 7 of reference 5). Whereas in the older work these
slots were of the scoop type, so that they effectively sl@med off the
boundary layer, the present slots are flush with the wall surface so
that in the process of removing the boundary layer they must distort the
main flow to some extent. In order to obtain a rough estimate of the
distortion that is so created, the slots were assumed to be represented
by uniform sink distributions and the field of these distributions
(and of their dcniblyperiodic array of images) was calculated along the
midspan chord of the center airfoil for a configurationwith a @o inlet-
air angle. For a t’ypicalsuction quantity (for both slots) of k percent
of the tunnel flow the tiduced angularity was found to be about
0.5°near the leading edge and about 0.2° near the trailing edge, with
its direction such as to increase the blade angle of attack. Thus the
effect is small and in the wrong direction to justify the angle-of-attack
changes that were assumed in order to improve the agreement between
calculated and experimental velocity distributions.
Difference between experimental lift and theoretical lift (Kutta
condition satisfied).- In example 4 it was noted that the experimental
lift coefficient was only 0.25 less than the theoretical lift coeffi-
cient, whereas the difference was 0.35 in example 3, which concerned
the same airfoil with a lower pressure rise. It must be reaHzed,
— ——.. — -—————-—— -- ——-—— ———..— —z— ..—— ._. . .
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however, that
the viscosity
lift curve h
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this difference is not a direct, or unique, measure of
effect because it is partly involved with the slope of the
cascade, which depends on the configuration. On the basis
of the concepts underlying the present calculation method, the matter
could be discussed as follows: For example 3, the theoretical ltit
coefficient, with the Kutta condition satisfied, is 1.31; that is, when
the @ernal airfoils (see “Review of Basic Concepts and Procedures”)
have a lift coefficient of 1.31 and the correct velocity distribution,
the central airfoil will have this same lift coefficient and velocity
distribution. If, however, the external airfoils have only the experi-
mental lift coefficient of 0.96, the interference will be reduced and
the “theoretical” lift coefficient of the central airfoil, with the
Kutta condition satisfied,willbe 1.39. Since the exper~tal value
is only O.96, one may say that viscosity has reduced the lift coeffi-
cient by 0.43 (or 31 percent of 1.39) for this case, instead of 0.35 as
previously mentioned. similarly, for example 4, when the external
airfoils have the experimental lift coefficient of 0.82, the theoretical
lift on the central airfoil, with the Kutta condition eatisfied, is 1.28,
which differs from the experimental value by 0.46 (or 36 percent
of 1.28). By such reasonimg one may argue that the viscosity effect is
greater for emmple 4 than for example 3. Furthermore, since the mean
velocities near the tiailing edge are appreciably less in e-pie 4
than h example 3 (correspondingto the greater pressure rise), the
displacement of the rear st+pation petit is somewhat ~eater than the
ratio of 0.46 to 0.43.
In an titeresting effort to achieve the fti theoretical lift,
Mr. W. M. Schultz of the Langley Cascade Aerodynamics Section tested a
cascade of NACA 65-(u)1o airfoils with boundary-layer control on the
blades themselves. The blades were hollow and covered with perforated
brass sheet that contatied about 6U0 holes per squsre inch and which was
hamered to reduce the hole size and provide a convenient Pressure droP.
Suction through the hollow interior fiovided continuous bo-&lary-l.ayer-
removal over the entire blade except for the leading- and trailing-edge
sections where the blade was made solid in order to provide the neces-
Sarymechanical strength. S@ce the cascade had the same solidity and
inlet-air angle as example 3 and had nearly the same blade setting, the
pressure distributions for the two cases are compared in figure 7 and
the data are compared in the following table:
ReAtifoil.(&g)Solid 18.6
&
?
(deg)
14.1
14.5
Pressure
a
(de:) (Per:2 Q
c% -
6.5 52 0.034 1.31 0.96
6.3 59 .0095 1.27 1.14
.
.
.——
..— —-.—--—————
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The theoretical Czm is 1.31 for example 3 but
for the porous airfoil because of the differences of
of 0.4° in the blade setting. The experimental c&
13
is reduced to 1.27
0.2° in ~ and
for the porous
airfoil was only 1.14, so that a difference of 0.13 between theoretical
and experimental lift coefficients for the porous airfoil still remains.
It will be noted, however, that the wake was not at all negligible for
this case; the indicated value of c
%2
was 0.0095, which is more than
one-fourth the value of 0.034 for example 3.
The conformal transformation of a highly cauiberedatifoil to a
circle.- In the conformal transfomiation of an airfoil to a circle by
Theodorsen’s method (reference 9), the base line in the transformation
to the near circle is taken as the line that connects the point midway
between tie nose and its center of curvature with the petit midway
.. between the trailing edge and its center of curvature. The near circle
will then have no sharp irregularities in the regions corresponding to
the leading and trailtig edges. For highly cambered airfoils, such as
those of the present study, it must be emphasized that the airfoil nose
must here be defined not as the farthest forward petit of the airfoil
(the nominal leatig edge) but as the tip of the mean c@ber ltie,
where the suxface curvature is a maximum. The correct location of the
base line, or reference axis, is illustrated h fi~e 8.
Another,probla that arises in the conformal transformation of a
highly cambered airfoil results from the lsrge distance between the
origin, or center of coorcthates, iand the approximate center of the
near circle. Although two or three iterations may suffice for an
accurate transformation of such a near circle to a circle about the
origin, moving the origin to the approximate center of the near cticle,
as suggested in reference 9, is a preferable procedure. A computational
proceduxe for changing the 19 and V coortites of points on the
near circle to, Say, 191 and ~1 corresponding to the new origin is
as follows (familiaritywith the concepts and nomenclature of reference 9
will be assumed in the present section):
Let the new origin be at point (ajb) relative to the original
origin. Then the abscissa and ordinate of a point on the near circle
relative to the new origin are *ecos e-a and e$sti 19- b. The
VI J v b)2+ (evcos 19 - a)2e = esin9-
. ..
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In the final determination of the velocities on tie amofl, it ~st
also be noted that the factor k at every point ticludes a new
*41
term, e . That is,
k= L A
J sin’, + Shh’lr) \ + [W’.(’%)J1
Computational acm”acy. - In reference 1 it was noted that the
calculation for the turbine-blade cascade, where the solidity was 1.8
and the lift coefficient was 2.~, converged comparativelypoorly and
was relatively inaccurate because of the large titerference potentials
resulting from the high solidity and high lift coefficient. It iS
considered of interest h this connection to point out that in the “least
favorable of the present examples, h which the solidity was 1.5 and the
lift coefficient was about 1.3, no such basic clifficulties were experi-
enced, although it was observed that convergence was indeed somewhat
slower than for the unit-solidity cascades. Because of this slower con-
vergence, high accuracy was not attempted for the theoretical curves
of figures 5 and 6; the necessary,laborwould not have been justified
in view of the fact that the discrepancy with experhent was in any case
very much I-arg= than the inaccuracy of the theoretical curve.
CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons have been made between calculated and experimental
lift and velocity distributions for five compressor-type cascades of
highly cambered NACA 6-series airfoils. The study is essentially a
revision of NACA TN 1376, where a similar study showed generally poor ,
comparisons.
The present “study,the experimental data for which were obtained
by the improved teclndques of NACA TN ~28, indicates that:
1. For a given mean-flow direction, the experhnental lift coef-
ficient is less than the theoretical by reasonable amounts. For the
present examples, h which the lift coefficientswere between 0.81 and
0.96 and the values of pressure rise were between 34 and 64 percent of
the upstream dynsmic pressure, the
0.41, where the largest diff=ence
very high tiailiing-edgecamber.
differences were between 0.18 and
occurred for a special airfoil with
1,
.
.
.
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2. The pressure distribution calculatedly neglecting the Kutta
-conditionand putting the cticulation equal to the experimental value
is in good agreement with the experimental pressure distribution provided
the pressure rise is not so high that the airfoil boundary layer
separates Or awroaches se~rat ionl Under such conditions, accordingly,
the pressure distribution can be calculated with satisfactory accuracy
wh~ the cascade geometry and the ticoming and outgoing flow directions
are given. Incidentally, the observed a~eement provides additional
evidence of the validity of the experimental technique. o
t 3. Pressure distributions obtained in a low-turbulence air stream
at typical cascade-testReynolds numbers may be characterizedby the
presence of bumps due to laminar-separationbubbles. This phenomenon
appears not to exist on the blades of an actual co~ressor because of
early trsmition. The basic cascade data, however, remain generally
valid since the correspending differences h tie basic blade charac-
ter stics are probably negligible for most cases.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va., May 22, 1951
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Figure 2.- Comparison of experimental and theoretical velocity distribution
on airfoil in cascade. NACA 6> (12)10 airfoil; @l = 45°; al . 12.1°;
~= 3.4°; 8 = 19.6°; a= Lo.
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Figure 3.- Comparison of experimental and theoretical velocity distribution
on airfoil in cascade. NACA 65-(L2A)1O drfOil; j31= 43°; al = 9.8°;
% = 1.8°; e = 17.9°; IS= 1.0.
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l?igurek. - Comparison of experimental and theoretical velocity distribution
on airfoil in cascade. NACA 6> (12)10 airfoil; P1 = 600; al = 14.1°;
~=.6.5°; e = 18.6°; O= LO.
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??igure 6.- Comparison of experimental and theoretical velocity distribution
on airfoil in cascade.
~ = 10.1O”> e = 29.8°;
&lCA 6>(18)10 airfoil; f31= 60°; &l . 21.0°;
a = 1.5.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of solid- and po%ous-surface cascade blades.
NACA 65-(I2)1o airfoil; P1 = 600; al = 14.1° and 14.5°; U= 1.0.
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Figure 8.- Forward 30 percent of a highly csmbered Joukowski airfoil.
Point O is the tip of the reference axis (the line into-which the
unit circle is transformed). Point A is the end of the mean camber
line and the point of minimum radius of curvature. Point B is the
nominal leading edge, or farthest forward point. Point C is the
center of curvature of the profile at point A.
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